Meet ProDiver:

Our Award-Winning Analytics Solution

As a business-savvy technologist, Information Analysts needs powerful BI tools to find, analyze and distribute organizational insight. Meet ProDiver — our award-winning BI solution for analytics, reporting and information discovery.

Find Answers. Fast.

ProDiver works the way you do — an information rich and highly interactive interface helps information analysts make decisions quickly and confidently; use ProDiver to dive deep into your data or access powerful business intelligence capabilities:

- Dozens of chart types and data visualization options
- Rich set of built in functions (including string, math, statistical and logic)
- Search, filter, sort, group, and export data from any source
- No SQL queries or scripting required to explore and analyze your data
- Integration with Google Maps and Open Maps for geographical analysis

There’s a story in your data. ProDiver’s deep analytics and information discovery capabilities help you find it and share it.
Need even more powerful data discovery tools? We’ve got you covered. Meet WorkBench.

WorkBench is our new integrated development environment designed specifically for data scientists and BI developers so they can easily manage the entire back-end process, from data source to portal, all from a single tool. An integrated editor allows quick, easy customization, and an intuitive interface ensures maximum portability between application servers.

- Develop ETL processes from within a single application
- Combine and blend data sets for analysis in ProDiver
- Manage workflow and collaborate with other users so you can leverage their work and speed development of new content

A Data Engine Designed for Hard-Core Analytics

Rapid Analytics

Spectre™, our new enterprise-level data engine provides users with unprecedented performance, especially with larger, more complex analytical queries — navigate through your data at the speed of thought.

Tame your Data

Big data is a real concern — recent research finds that organizations are experiencing a 56% YOY increase in data volumes from an average of 36 unique sources. Our data engine helps you wrangle your data making insight possible.

Agile Development

Bringing disparate data sources together is a snap using WorkBench | Spectre™ — it combines a complete data scientist’s tool kit for ETL and data manipulation with the increased speed and performance of our newest data engine.

2015/2016 Best in KLAS

Business Intelligence / Analytics
Awarded Best in KLAS for Business Intelligence more times than any other vendor

2016 Dresner Advisory Services
Wisdom of Crowds Business Intelligence Market Study
Dimensional Insight Again Receives Top Rankings

About Dimensional Insight

Dimensional Insight is the leading provider of integrated business intelligence and performance management solutions. Our mission is to make organizational data accessible and usable so everyone from analysts to line of business users can get the information they need to make an informed, data-driven decision.
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